When We Bring on Regime Change

Music:  “If I Only Had a Brain/a Heart/the Nerve,”  Harold Arlen and E.Y. Harburg
New Lyrics:  Harriet Morris
(with borrowings from the great progressive, Yip Harburg)

Thousands robbed of right to votin’; millions more, by five black robes in 2000’s crony game.
Shameful deeds we remember, as we vote this November—
When we bring on Regime Change!

Liberties all torn and tattered, demo-co-racy battered,
Four years of hearts in pain.
Justice finally we’ll render, on the day in November
When we bring on Regime Change!

Can you see…you and me,
As the poll returns we view—
Kerry-Edwards rise on top November 2!
We’ll have Bush beat…[thump! thump!]
How sweet!

That’s when democratic leaders replace fraud-u-lent feeders
On greed and selfish gain.
Spain 'n' In-dya we're joinin', as Election Day is dawnin’—
When we bring on Regime Change!